
Stair Step Plan MLM Software

The Stair Step Plan MLM software provides a better opportunity for anyone to get up the ladder

quickly. It is capable of making anyone a boss as a result of the breakaway option it possesses.

For this reason, it is also known as the Stair-step Breakaway Plan. This Plan usually starts like the

MLM Uni-level Plan since it possesses the unlimited number of frontline positions.

How Does the Stair Step Plan Work?

This plan consists of different steps with a fixed sales volume target set for each step. The

members on each step are required to reach the specified target and they get compensated upon

achieving it. Also, members on each step are promoted to a higher level as soon as they achieve

their target and it lets them getting more opportunity for higher earnings.

As a distributors grows in rank within the company, they continue to earn greater commission with

each new rank achieved. The distributor gets to enjoy increasing discounts as he/she moves from

one level to another due to the increase in his/her sales. In the beginning, there is usually a

certain cost a member pays and his/her down line team and income must be sufficient in order to

break away.
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Compensations in Stair Step MLM Software

1. Fast Start Bonus

This bonus is paid to a user when he is able to move to a new level or step within a specified

time period as a result of achieving targets laid down by the company.

2. Clear-Ship Pool Bonus

A user earns a Clear-Ship Pool Bonus when he/she move up to a specific level and then attains

a percentage of value.

3. Sales Bonus

Users receive a percentage of bonus once their downline members make product sales or

recruit new members.

4. Overriding Bonus

Users receive a sales bonus for adding new members below them. Then, the up line

distributors with a higher rank will get an overriding bonus.

Advantages of Stair Step Plan

This plan is very easy to manage.

It offers great earning potential for the members.

Distributors become very active as they try to achieve higher ranks.
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This plan's breakaway element helps the distributors to develop larger teams and earn

commission from deeper generational levels.

In this plan, the distributor only has to pay the compensation only when a member

achieves his/her sales target.

There is no limit on recruiting the number of members on the first generation line. In the same

way, there is no limit for the down line distributors to recruit further members.

It improves product sales from time-to-time.

Why Hybrid MLM for Stair Step MLM plan ?

Our Stair Step MLM Plan Software provides an internet-based workstation for monitoring the

income and expenditure of customers by business administrations who are involved in Multi-Level

Marketing. We provide features which are easy to understand and maximized to promote product

sales and market growth of your business at all levels.
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